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PEOPLE’S SOCIAL MOVEMENT - SGOVOR 1932-1934

(Summary)

In a very emotional however scientifically well-grounded style the author reviews the events that happened when the party of the Democratic Alliance split up and the creation of the Party of Tzankov. He explains the party’s regulations, its platform, ideology and funding. The author traces back the party’s organizational progress and the problem of the power. He concludes that the People’s Social Movement - Sgovor, is a typical product of the Bulgarian political reality of the 1930s, when many search rescue from the political forces, that promise real changes. After two national outrages, a civil war and an economical crisis the People’s movement succeeds to convince a significant part of the nation in the fact that the movement can handle the up to date problems. The party leader - Prof. Tzankov, senses the trends in the Bulgarian society at that time. And taking into consideration the good party organization, the matured ideology, the successful communication with the masses and etc. it is clear why the Movement gains such a support.